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Respected General-Secretary Hu Jintao 

My greetings! 

At the time when you were selected as General Secretary at the CCP's 

Sixteenth Congress I was in America giving lectures; I sent my telegraphed 

message of congratulations through the Chinese Embassy in New York. 

Recently you were additionally voted Chairman of the Military Committee, and 

for that I would like to express my sincere congratulations! And I believe that 

under the leadership of the Central Party Government, headed by you, there 

will be great progress seen in all fields of the nation's work! 

In this letter regarding the Tibetan issue inherited from the past - the issue 

relating to the Dalai Lama, his exiled Tibetan Government and around a 

hundred thousand Tibetan compatriots - may I take the liberty of discussing 

some of my humble opinions with regard to seeking an appropriate solution to 

the issue. First, allow me to briefly introduce my biography. 

During' the recent nationwide celebration of the fifty fifth "National Day" I too 

felt an upsurge of emotions. I was recalling the time when we were joyfully 



raising the five-star flag in Tibetan regions, the first national flag of the 

People's Republic of China flying over the Land of Snow. A short while later, 

having received a telegraphed order from Commander-in-Chief Zhu, I went 

from yet-to-be-liberated western Kham to newly-liberated Chongqing where I 

met with leaders of the Southwest Bureau including comrades Deng Xiaoping, 

Liu Bocheng, He Long and Wang Weizhou etc., and reported to them on the 

situation of the democratic revolutionary activities taking place in Lhasa and 

other Tibetan regions - including the revolutionary activities jointly undertaken 

with the Chinese, Soviet and Indian communists. Subsequently, comrade 

Xiaoping reported on the situation in Tibet to the Central Government and, 

with the approval of the Central Government, from 1950 onwards I was 

appointed as a member of the Southwest Military Committee and of the Tibet 

Work Committee. After the liberation of Chamdo I held a concurrent position 

as Vice-Secretary of the CCP Chamdo Branch Work Committee; I also 

participated in the talks between the Central Government and Tibet and in the 

signing of the "Seventeen-Point Agreement", so I am a witness to history. 

To commend my contribution during the Peaceful Talks with Tibet, Chairman 

Mao himself presented a copy of On Practice to me signed with his name. 

Among the five leaders of the People's Liberation Army's Lhasa advance troop 

marching to Tibet, I was the only Tibetan member; until 1958 I was the only 

Tibetan among the eleven leaders of the CCP Tibet Work Committee headed 

by Zhang Jingwu, the representative of the Central Government in Tibet. 

Before the founding of the People's Republic of China, I was the main 

organiser of the "Tibetan Communist Campaign", the "United Federation of 

Tibetan People's Liberation" (in Lhasa), the "Eastern Tibetan Autonomous 

Federation" (in Dechen), and the "CCP Kham-Tibet Border Work Committee", 

namely the "Bathang Underground Party" and the "Democratic Youth Alliance 

of Eastern Tibet". 



I once led hundreds of Tibetan communists and members of those federated 

organisations to participate in the politics and to join the army. Later most of 

them became very high-ranking officials in the government. Among those 

people there were six province-level cadres (three vice-secretaries of the TAR, 

two of them above province level), forty nine prefecture-level cadres, a 

hundred and twenty county-level cadres and a great number of ordinary 

cadres - they were then the core nationality cadres who made a great 

contribution to the liberty and construction of Tibet. 

During the 1960s, influenced by "leftist" thinking, history played a big joke on 

us. In the early days I was once expelled by Jang Kaishi [Chiang Kai-shek], 

President of the Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs Commission school; later, in 

Lhasa, in the name of the "United Tibet Liberation Federation" I wrote a 

petition to the Tibetan Kashag Government asking for the implementation of 

democratic reforms' in all fields of society, in terms of reducing burdens on the 

people and carrying out a policy to ensure democracy for the nationality. Since 

the armed uprising led by the "Eastern Tibetan Autonomous Federation" failed, 

I was put on a wanted list by the Nationalist Government; later, due to me 

being a "communist suspect" I was put under armed escort and deported from 

Lhasa by the Kashag Government. In the 1960s I was framed- by the people 

within our own Communist Party and, under the excuse of "engaging in the 

independence of Tibet" I was sent to solitary confinement in Qincheng Number 

One political prison, being physically and mentally tortured for eighteen 

years4. In prison I overcame all kinds of difficulties, diligently studied the 

theory of Marxism - especially the philosophy - and summarised my own 

theoretical system of new analyses on dialectics. 

After the Third Plenary Session of the CCP's Eleventh National People's 

Congress, under the care of comrades Deng Xiaoping, Chen Yun, Hu Yaobang 

and Feng Wenbing etc., myself and the revolutionary organizations I was 

responsible for, were rehabilitated. Comrade Xiaoping said: "You have suffered 



a lot! All the cases against you were wrong!" After the rehabilitation I worked 

in the National People's Congress, being a representative to the First, Fifth, 

Sixth and Seventh National People's Congress, and was a member of the NPC 

Standing Committee and Vice-Deputy Director of the State Nationalities Affairs 

Commission. Meanwhile, I wrote three philosophical books of around a 

hundred and sixty thousand characters which were highly acknowledged by 

the experts and scholars in theoretical circles in Beijing. After retiring in 1998 I 

was appointed as a professor and Ph.D. advisor in the Under-graduate 

Department of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and was engaged in all 

kinds of academic activities at home and abroad. 

It can be clearly seen from my biography that before and after Liberation I 

was involved with all kinds of revolutionary works and activities, in Tibet and 

some other regions, for almost twenty years. During the 1940s I introduced 

and spread the classic works of Marxism and Maoism in Tibetan' regions for 

the first time and translated the revolutionary songs like The Internationale, 

Song of the Volunteer (the National Anthem of today), and Song if the 

Guerrillas into the Tibetan language. I also took the initiative to establish - for 

the first time the communist organisations in Lhasa and the rest of the Tibetan 

regions. Therefore, I have been very much concerned with the Tibetan issue 

throughout, for which I accept an undeniable historical responsibility. 

This year my biography from "interviews" by Professor Melvyn Goldstein has 

been published in America. In the Epilogue - when talking about Tibet's 

problems inherited from the past - without any reservation I had 'quoted the 

views in the article "The Dalai Lama is the Key to the Issue of Tibet" by a 

Chinese writer, and at the same time I also discussed the issue that the 

politico-religious Tibetan Kashag Government, which lasted for three hundred 

years, should separate politics and religion to be in line With the inevitable 

trends in social development. 



I made a report to the leaders of the Central Government and clarified matters 

relating to the "interviews", hoping' that my opinions in pursuing a solution to 

the Tibetan problem would be reported to the Central Government. Being a 

person responsible for the very first communist organisations in Tibet, for the 

sake of the Party, the people and history, I felt it was necessary to officially 

report to the Central Government as below. 

In the "interviews", or on all occasions, I have throughout maintained the 

Marxist and communist standpoint and views to express my opinions. 

According to the theory and principles of the Party - and following the 

fundamental spirit of the national Constitution and laws of autonomy - my 

basic views are as follows: Today, under the historical conditions of New 

China, it is more beneficial for all the nationalities to remain united rather than 

seeking separation. Under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party, 

let's all be united, strictly adhering to the precondition of "all the nationalities 

are equal", which is the base upon which the nation was founded. The 

powerful Han Big Brothers should be far sighted and broad-minded, following 

the spirit of the equality of nationalities outlined in Marxism-Leninism that 

encourages big protecting small, powerful supporting vulnerable and majority 

caring for minority, [they] should completely overturn the counter-

revolutionary policy of Big Han Nationalism adopted by successive 

governments in the Old China which, in order to achieve the purpose of 

"Sinocisation", divided the minority regions administratively for better control - 

a "presumptuous guest usurps the role of the host". 

Under the unified leadership of the Central Government, and with the sincere 

help of the Han populace, let all the fifty five minorities have a home  and 

genuinely be the masters of their own home, carry out reforms and 

administrate the internal affairs within the nationalities themselves. Let them 

stand up and "walk on their own feet", which is also what comrade Xiaoping 

emphasised to "carry out a genuine regional autonomy". 



We can then expect to make overall planning and give consideration to the 

interests of all the nationalities and of the State. Doing so, and by only doing 

so, we can then appropriately solve the nationalities issue, especially the Tibet 

issue. My views have consistently remained unchanged and are well known to 

everybody within or outside the Party, at home and abroad. 

In order to solve the Tibetan issue, and for long-term stability and sustainable 

development in the Tibetan regions, and for sincere friendship and unity 

between Tibetans and the Han nationality, "The Dalai Lama is the Key to the 

Issue of Tibet" as suggested in the article I mention above. Although I hold a 

view and standpoint that is different from the writer, and don't totally agree 

with his opinions, everybody clearly understands that for "tens of thousands of 

years Buddhism has penetrated and reflected in all fields of the day-to-day life 

of Tibetan society, particularly in the aspect of spirituality, which is basically an 

objective reality that cannot be transformed by human will. 

Any kind of comments or attitudes that despise, or look down on this deep-

rooted and extraordinarily significant ethnic culture, are irresponsible and 

derive from a view of leftist opportunism that is divorced from reality. Such 

kinds of comments and attitudes that are divorced from reality, and against 

the principles, are quoted in the relevant decisions of the Party and as 

comrade Xiaoping said: "In the past - especially during the ten-year calamity 

of the Cultural Revolution - this created a great mistake in the Chinese 

revolution and its development, did great harm to the reputation of the Party 

and brought the nation to the edge of collapse. Therefore any kind of opinions 

should be based on the actual situation - seeking truth from facts - this is the 

basic lesson to be learnt from the experience. When looking at things we 

should look at the essence of those things, and when making a comment we 

should make it to the point." 

This Chinese writer has reasonably analyzed and proven from all aspects the 

theme of his essay, emphasising that the systematic position of the successive 



Dalai Lamas is irreplaceable and a deep-rooted influence in the hearts of the 

Tibetans, therefore it is sacred and can never be blasphemed. Men, women, 

children and the elders all have devout faith and worship fervently, which is 

the absolute reason that Tibetans in the Land of Snow are looking to the 

future. This Chinese writer also suggests in his essay that the Tibetan problem 

should be solved during the lifetime of the Dalai Lama, and should not be 

delayed to avoid serious consequences in the future. We should give this our 

maximum attention.  

Influenced by the thinking of residual leftist opportunism, people think that 

this topic is very sensitive in society, especially in the Tibetan regions. They 

are very cautious about it and drift along to save themselves. This is 

something that people who fear stirring up trouble feel they should avoid or 

dare not talk about. But those people who have commonsense view this topic 

as a key issue existing in the life of society in the Tibetan regions, and strongly 

feel that this cannot be delayed or even ignored. 

Humans are blessed with the ability to know themselves. As long as we level-

headedly observe the national and international situations, and sensibly think 

about long-term strategies, any thinking about delaying the  Tibetan problem 

until the Dalai Lama passes away is naive, unreasonable, and even wrong 

tactics, which will not only be useless to the interests of the State and 

nationality, but also would result in consequences just the opposite to what is 

intended. Take an example from the reality of Taiwan - a lesson to be drawn 

from someone else's mistake. If we could have solved that issue during the 

time when Chiang Jingguo's Nationalist Government was in power, we would 

not now be facing such troubles with Chen Shui-bian's Democratic Progressive 

Party calling for the independence of Taiwan. We should think seriously about 

this, quoting it as a need for vigilance. 

With regard to the Tibetan issue, comrade Xiaoping very clearly said to Mr. 

Gyalo Dhondup, the second brother of the Dalai Lama: ''Anything can be 



discussed, except independence". Following the decision made by the Central 

Party to fully negate the incorrect "leftist'" thinking - and according to the 

spirit suggested by Deng Xiaoping - General-Secretary Hu Yaobang also, very 

firmly and clearly stated in regard to this historically significant key issue: "The 

Lhasa incident of 1959 - we have forgotten it; let's just look ahead and leave 

that". The successive leaders of the Central Party have followed the spirit of 

Deng Xiaoping's statement. They ordered the relevant departments to make 

contact with the Dalai Lama's side for talks. Nevertheless, there is no progress 

at all so far, the main reasons are the problems with recognising the objective 

reality and the problems in implementing the guiding spirit in practice. 

Here it is necessary to point out that the experiences and lessons learnt from 

history are very important. During the 1950s, when Democratic Reforms were 

conducted in the Tibetan regions, two different policies were adopted for the 

same Tibetans - while reforms were not to take place in the Tibet Autonomous 

Region for the time being, this was considered necessary in the eastern 

Tibetan regions including ten Tibetan Autonomous Prefectures and two Tibetan 

Autonomous Counties, even by using extreme means. As a result of that, 

fighting broke out in the eastern Tibetan regions during the reforms, and 

subsequently the fire of war swept across Tibet. 

Thousands of "Protectors of the Dharma" belonging to the "Four Rivers, Six 

Ranges" group carried out an armed resistance against the People's Liberation 

Army7, which led to the unrest in Lhasa in 1959. The Kashag Government 

headed by the Dalai Lama, with around a hundred thousand Tibetans from all 

regions of Tibet, fled abroad. That is where today's Tibetan issue stems from; 

this is also the so-called "Tibet Problem" which has been internationalised. At 

the same time it has been proven that the policy of "Administrating Tibet" 

which calls for a "divide-and-rule policy" is a mistake and historically this is a 

bitter lesson. 



Tibet [the Tibet Autonomous Region or TAR] is different from eastern Tibetan 

regions that are under the jurisdiction of neighbouring provinces. But their 

social foundations, their structures and their basic situations are the same 

identical. Therefore, there should be no difference in implementing major 

political policies, or else we will be committing a grave mistake. 'That was so 

in the past and will be so again in the future. The Tibetans living in Qinghai, 

Kham and on the Tibetan Plateau are a nationality sharing the same language, 

traditions, economic structure, common spiritual wellbeing and are 

geographically linked and they have the same faith in the religion that has 

lasted for thousands of years. And this is the fundamental precondition and 

question concerning whether or not the actual situation across Tibet can be 

understood, and whether or not the so-called "policy of governing Tibet" is 

right. In short, this is unquestionably where the key issue lies in the case of 

whether or not to recognise and treat the situation throughout Tibet with an 

attitude of seeking truth from facts. 

At the beginning of the 1980s, when the Central Party leaders, including 

comrades Deng Xiaoping, Hu Yaobang, Li Xiannian, Xi Zhongxun and Wu Lanfu 

were talking with the delegation of Tibetan compatriots sent by the Dalai 

Lama, they all acknowledged that there had been great mistakes over the 

work in Tibet. When General-Secretary Hu Yaobang and Vice-Premier Wan Li 

were in Tibet on their inspection tour, they also openly admitted:. "There are 

great mistakes with the work in Tibet; we must correct this". After that the 

Central Government issued the well-known "Document No 31 on Tibet" and 

‘Document No 46 on Xinjiang’ putting forward the historically significant and 

vital views and policies of Marxism regarding the nationalities work. The core 

of the 'Document 31’ is about implementing a genuine autonomous region and 

the right of self-rule; handing over the right of self-rule to all the autonomous 

regions including Tibet; the fact that there were too many Han cadres who 

should be reduced; letting the Tibetans have a home and be the masters of 



their own home; that in future any official directives issued by the Central 

Government should not be imposed uniformly in all cases and followed without 

questioning; that those [directives] which are not appropriate to the actual 

situation in the nationalities regions must be reported with requests to the 

higher authorities. After a request has been endorsed, the right must be given 

to reject or carry out the amendment. 

In "Document 46" it is more clearly stipulated that the Central Government 

retains only three rights in the future - the right to defence, foreign affairs and 

some veto powers. The rest of the matters are in the hands of the autonomous 

regions of Tibet, Xinjiang and Inner Mongolia. Chinese cadres in Tibet and 

Xinjiang, etc., would function merely as "advisors" and "consultants". 

Chairman Mao, Liu Shaoqi and Premier Zhou emphasised many times to the 

Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama that Chinese cadres entering Tibet are 

"advisors" and "consultants" and they have to study the Tibetan language, Han 

cadres must respect the nationality cadres, and cadres from outside must 

respect the local cadres. That is the key criterion in bettering relations 

between Han cadres and nationality cadres, and between cadres from outside 

and local cadres - these are also the fundamental principles in handling 

nationalities work... But, unfortunately, these great "31" and "46 Documents", 

which would have been very beneficial to the Party, the nation and the people, 

have not been implemented. The Dalai Lama also sent a congratulatory 

telegram to General-Secretary Hu Yaobang [at this time] which was the first 

message of congratulations from the Dalai Lama to the Central Party leaders 

since his exile. 

At the end of the 1980s, for the first time the Dalai Lama officially made a new 

proposal before the European Parliament in Strasbourg, France - the main 

content being the issue of autonomy for Tibet and other parts of the Tibetan 

regions - which was opposed by those who insist on the independence of Tibet, 

including Tulku Thubten Jigme Norbu, eldest brother of the Dalai Lama, and 



many young Tibetan extremists. They wrote a signed petition to oppose the 

Dalai Lama's advocacy of autonomy, believing that this is betraying basic 

ethnic interests. Some relevant departments from the side of our nation were 

also suspicious of his "Middle Way Approach". At the same time, some Western 

anti-China elements disapproved of this from the bottom of their hearts. Not 

only did they not support it, but they also objected to the Dalai Lama's 

endeavours to better relations with China. 

For a certain period the Dalai Lama was confronting difficulties at home and 

abroad, facing a complicated situation. However, the Dalai Lama insisted on 

the feasibility and correctness of his "Middle Way Approach". Owing to his 

popularity and influence, domestically and overseas, it was obviously clear to 

everybody who understood the situation that although there were differences 

of opinion the majority of the Tibetans would ultimately comply with the call of 

the Dalai Lama and listen to his advice. The cabinet of the exile Tibetan 

Government endorsed a bill in 1997 to give the Dalai Lama a mandate to 

decide the future of Tibet without a general referendum. 

Truth is not abstract, truth is always concrete, and this concrete truth is 

transformed according to a certain time, location and condition. In day-to-day 

life this concrete truth is always defined by comparing the collective strength 

between some kinds of subjective realities rather than being decided by 

individual wills or some kind of naive comments that are likely to be 

reasonable or not, right or wrong. Everything should be based on reality rather 

than illusion. That is a very important prerequisite. 

Observers think that the Dalai Lama's "Middle Way Approach" of "Not Seeking 

Independence but Genuine Autonomy" shows - in the light of today's 

conditions a conscientious attitude and far-sighted thinking, giving careful 

consideration to the fundamental interests of Tibetan nationalities and their 

future. 



The Dalai Lama has also expressed that his way of thinking about the relations 

and historic status between Mongolians, Manchurians, Han and Tibetans is an 

academic question being looked into by historians. Today, as to those people 

influencing society, what they should mainly consider is how to discard 

thoughts of supremacy by looking at examples in history and - with an attitude 

of seeking truth from facts - face the reality rationally and come to an 

appropriate solution to the issue. 

In recent years the Dalai Lama's side has repeatedly expressed that they are 

in accord with the Central Government's points: 1. "To not engage in Tibetan 

independence activities"; 2. "That Tibet is an inseparable part of China"; 3. 

"That Taiwan is a part of China" [NB. The assertions in 2 and 3 by the author 

are not the position of the Tibetan Government-in-Exile. Ed]. 

In addition to those three points, the Dalai Lama himself has also stated time 

and again that his "Middle Way Approach" is to "Never seek the independence 

of Tibet, but genuine autonomy so as to preserve our own civilisation, unique 

culture, religion, language, lifestyle and carry them forward; what concerns 

me most is the Tibetan people and the unique Buddhist cultural heritage". He 

has further emphasised that once a democratic and united autonomous region 

of Tibetan nationalities is established within the big family of New China, he 

would dissolve the Dharamsala "exile Tibetan Government" made up of 

representatives of the three regions of Tibet, and he himself "being a simple 

monk, will leave politics and concentrate on religious activities". In this way 

the old politico-religious system of the Tibetan Kashag Government - headed 

by the Dalai Lama - would officially declare an end to itself. 

 So it can be clearly seen that there is no essential conflict on the fundamental 

points of view between the Central Government and the Dalai Lama, therefore 

there are no difficulties and obstacles in terms of solving the issue. While the 

Central Government puts emphasis on the sovereignty of the State, what the 



Dalai Lama is asking for is genuine autonomy - both of which are basically 

conforming to the spirit of the Constitution and laws of autonomy. 

The desire to have a united autonomous region of Tibetan nationalities was 

expressed way back in the 1950s by Derge Kalsang Wangdu, leader of the 

Chamdo delegation and Deputy-Director of the PLA Military Committee for 

Chamdo region. During the Peaceful Talks with Tibet, the Tibetan delegation 

also voiced the same opinion to the Central Government, which the leaders 

acknowledged in principle. In 1956, when the Preparatory Committee for the 

Autonomous Region of Tibet was established, Marshal Chen Yi, leader of the 

Central Government delegation, Politburo member as well as the Vice-Premier 

of the State Council, stated at a senior cadre meeting in Lhasa: "It is alright to 

suggest to the Central Government that an united autonomous region of 

Tibetan nationalities be established, with Lhasa as its capital, by uniting all the 

Eastern Tibetan regions that are under the jurisdiction of neighbouring 

provinces like Qinghai, Gansu, Sichuan and Yunnan. That will be beneficial for 

relations between Han and Tibetan nationalities, the progress and 

development of the entire Tibetan regions, and sovereignty of the State". 

Marshal Chen Yi's far-sighted and strategic thinking made a deep impression 

on everyone. 

Subsequently, in order to further discuss this matter, the Central Government 

ordered comrade Sangyal Yishe (Tianbao) to form a team to coordinate with 

the five provinces over this matter. But later, due to "leftist" influences over 

the entire policies of the nation, this matter came to an end. In 1980, a group 

of Tibetan cadres in Gansu's Gannan Autonomous Prefecture wrote a petition 

to the Central Government hoping to establish an United Autonomous Region 

of Tibetan Nationalities or an Eastern Tibet Autonomous Region like the TAR - 

which would include all the ten Tibetan Autonomous Prefectures and two 

Tibetan Autonomous Counties. 



With regard to the question of establishing a United Autonomous Region of 

Tibetan Nationalities, some concerned people think that this is a point of view 

suggested by overseas Tibetans, which is a big misconception since such ideas 

had already been there. Undoubtedly, people from all walks have had different 

reactions regarding this question. The Tenth Panchen Lama said at the 

founding of Tibet Aid Fund: "The desire to demand an United Autonomous 

Region of Tibetan Nationalities is fair, reasonable and legal; this is also in line -

with the aspirations of the Tibetan people. The only question is whether or not 

the conditions are in place and ripe, but not at all a question of being so-called 

'backward and counter-revolutionary'." Many Tibetans, including myself, 

expressed our agreement with this statement made by the Panchen Lama. 

As to the desire for an United Autonomous Region of Tibetan Nationalities, and 

the level of autonomy including the nationalities' right to self-determination " 

the question does not lie in their conception, form and system, rather in the 

question of whether or not the essential content is consistent or in line with 

reality and to what extent. In a word, the question is above all whether this 

can ensure the nationalities' right to existence, and then the right to 

development which is the core and fundamental question in terms of the 

nationalities' issue. Speaking on the nationalities' right' to self-determination, 

it would be rather perfect for it to contain a unity and harmony of content and 

form, but rather than the circumstance in which there is only form but no 

content, to a certain extent it is more important to have content than form. 

According to Marxist-Leninist principles of nationality equality, and the 

fundamental law under which the right to self-determination and self-rule is 

implemented, all kinds of nationality policies with their own characteristics are 

formulated by combining the actual situations of respective nations. Under the 

leadership of Communist China there are two kinds of autonomies – political 

autonomy and administrative autonomy. Political autonomy means that within 

a unified nation, and under special historic conditions, the autonomous 



nationalities have the right to separate from the state, like the federated 

member countries and the federal republics in the former Soviet Union and 

Yugoslavia. Administrative autonomy implies that within a unified nation the 

autonomous nationalities don't have the right to separate. The administrative 

autonomy can also be divided into two parts - high-level and low-level. The 

high-level administrative autonomy includes all kinds of ethnic autonomous 

republics, such as those autonomous republics in Russia; this level of 

administrative autonomy can also comprise an ethnic special zone where, 

under the premise of One China, a kind of high-level administrative autonomy 

is being practiced, like in Hong Kong, Macao and yet-to-be-united Taiwan. 

After the founding of New China, according to the Marxist-Leninist principles 

over nationality equality, self-rule and self-determination, although an 

administrative division system used in Old China had been inherited, 

implementing a low-level ethnic regional autonomy policy, this system 

fundamentally conforms to the general condition of the nation. In order to 

perfect and strengthen this policy, all kinds of discussions have been 

undertaken by many educated people. In 1980; during amendments to the 

constitution of the People's Republic of China, I myself voiced some opinions - 

just for reference - on the amendment of the Constitution with regard to the 

nationalities. 

Early on, after the founding of the nation, the Central Government signed the 

"Seventeen-Point Agreement" with the Tibetan Kashag Government - the only 

treaty signed among fifty five minority nationalities which people say is kind of 

Hong Kong and Macao-style in content and form: "One Nation, Two Systems." 

The politico-religious administration of the Tibetan Kashag Government, that 

lasted for three hundred years, in addition to having its own social structure 

including politics, the economy, culture (including the monasteries of all the 

lineages), military and diplomacy, had also historically had established weights 



and measures, a postal service and especially currency minted by the Tibetan 

Government that circulated for a long time (until 1959). 

In Chamdo the Tibetan Government established a governor whose office, the 

"Domey Chikyab", means the "governor of Amdo and western Kham. The 

Tibetan Kashag Government appointed ministers Lhalu and Ngapo to be the 

last two governors there. The "Domey Chikyab" was historically headquartered 

in Zhanhua region (near Kangding in today's Karze Prefecture), but later it was 

forced to shift as far back as Chamdo. During the Peaceful Talks the Tibetan 

Government demanded the return of all Eastern Kham regions. 

Due to all kinds of reasons -- historically, culturally and geographically - all the 

autonomous regions in ethnic Tibetan areas are not only geographically linked, 

but also different from other ethnic nationality regions as far as the population 

structure is concerned. So far, the ethnic Tibetan nationality consisted of 

ninety percent of the total population in the Tibetan autonomous regions, 

which is different from the situation in other ethnic regions. The Central Party 

leaders have correctly indicated that the ethnic 'nationality regions are 

different from Han regions; they have their own characteristics, especially the 

Tibetan nationality regions. "For any regulations there are exceptions, no 

principle is absolute". Therefore, as far as the ethnic regional autonomous 

system is concerned, apart from the ground generalities there should also be a 

special form and structure with regard to the actual 'Situation. As mentioned 

above, as to any kinds of form and structure with regard to nationality 

autonomy, the key lies in the question of whether the name and content are 

consistent. In a word, the question above all is whether this kind of form and 

structure can ensure the nationalities' right to existence and then the right to 

development. 

Today, under the premise of One China, Hong Kong, Macao, as well as Taiwan, 

despite being the same ethnic group as the Chinese, are granted a different 

kind of autonomous system - namely "One Nation, Two Systems; Hong Kong 



people govern Hong Kong with a high degree of autonomy". So therefore other 

brotherly ethnic nationalities - especially the Tibetans who have their own 

characteristic age-old ethnic cultural traditions - deserve to be granted a more 

diversified autonomous form and structure, and real content corresponding 

with it. This should not be limited to the same old system and unchanging 

form, for "everything is consisted from diversity". 

It is quite normal for a government to have this or that changes in its 

administrative division policy. As far as China is concerned, before and 

especially after Liberation, there have been many changes made in the 

administrative division policy. For example, the Mongolian Autonomous Region 

is made up of the three provinces Suiyuan, Rehe and Chahar Er; the Western 

Kham regions were also merged into Sichuan Province and newly-established 

municipalities. "The theory is grey; the tree of life is green forever". Let us 

look ahead, liberate our thinking and advance with the trends of the times. A 

famous theorist I said: "Rotting of everything in the world is due to a good 

reason". If the thinking of Big Nationality Supremacy is abandoned - especially 

the bias in the nationalities policy that suggests "divide-and-rule"- then there 

would not be any problems in changing and adjusting the administrative 

division policy. 

As far as how to solve the Tibetan issue is concerned, since the fundamental 

nature of the question is absolutely related with domestic matters, so under 

the premise regarding the sovereignty of the nation it is merely a demand for 

meaningful autonomy and slight changes in the administrative division policy. 

In addition, as to the essence and preconditions of this matter, every one of us 

can and should reach a common understanding. With this as a base, and after 

the Central Government and the Dalai Lama have reached a mutual 

understanding on the principles regarding national sovereignty, appropriate 

adjustments to the domestic administrative division policy, and implementing 

the right to self-determination, both sides should officially declare in a political 



statement that friendly relations between them have been restored. Within 

such a friendly and harmonious environment, regarding the concrete 

formations, plans, and schedules for unifying the Tibetan autonomous regions 

- including temporarily establishing a transitional consultative department in 

order to assure the united autonomy of its fundamental content and 

destination being achieved - both sides should be strategic, far-sighted and 

generous, adhering to the brotherly relationship. To quote a very meaningful 

and straightforward statement by Chairman Mao during the Peaceful Talks: 

"Today, we are one family, and any family matters can be solved through 

discussion.". These words - "Today, we are one family" - of Chairman Mao are 

extremely important, not only at that time but also today. This is where the 

key to the entire issue lies. Anyone who does not quite understand the 

profound meaning of this statement would in principle be making a big 

mistake. 

When it comes to a nation, stability is most important; when it comes to 

nationalities, friendly relations are important. Comrade Hu Jintao, you and 

comrade Jiang Zemin have also repeatedly said: "The stability, security and 

development of Tibet is very much related to that of China". Tibetans, devoted 

Buddhists living in the Land of Snow for thousands of years - especially those 

educated Tibetans who have commonsense and influence' and a responsibility 

for society - are very much hoping that the Central Government and the Dalai 

Lama abandon past suspicions, take the overall situation into consideration, 

and restore friendly relations as soon as possible. This conforms to the 

common aspirations of the people and is also beneficial for peace and 

tranquility in the entire Tibetan regions that occupy a quarter of the extent of 

the nation, as well as for the tens and thousands of devoted Han nationals who 

believe in Buddhism. Moreover, this would help in reducing meaningless 

obstacles and avoiding constant disturbances in terms of international 



relations and diplomatic work; it is also very important for promoting the 

image and dignity of New China. 

With regard to the current issue of Tibet, apart from being far-sighted we 

should also consider the present situation - not only taking stopgap measures 

but also getting at the root of the problem. Whilst observing the surface 

changes, potential controversies hidden deep beneath should also be seriously 

looked into. For example, the critical trend of Sinocisation in all aspects of day-

to-day life in society, especially the replacement of the Tibetan language by 

the Chinese language – which is in violation of the Constitution, laws and the 

principles of language equality - and the decisive influence caused by 

domineering attitudes in handling the nationality and religious issue which has 

led to popular opposition. . 

We should no longer revel in self-glorification over so called "great earth-

shaking achievements", reporting only the good news but not the bad. We 

should dear-headedly realise that half a century has passed yet so far more 

than ninety five percent of the financial resources of Tibet have had to be 

maintained with aid from the Central Government and other provinces - a 

violation of economic rules for achieving a political goal- in terms of 

expenditures in the national economy, the astonishing long-lasting deficit 

situation, despite the allocation of a huge amount of investment by the Central 

Government in Tibet, cannot be sustained in normal situations, let alone at 

times of emergency caused by factors at home or abroad, the consequences of 

which are really unimaginable. Therefore, a genuinely friendly and harmonious 

nationality and economic policies and self sufficiency are fundamentally 

needed so as to break away from "begging for help from the higher-ups" and a 

situation that superficially looks stable. Some of the "Old Tibet" [cadres from 

the early days] who used to be in charge of important posts, firmly stated: "If 

the Central Government does not change the Tibet policy it will be useless to 



send senior officials to Tibet, no matter how big their ranks are. Tibet can no 

longer be sustained by PRC currency and the gun". 

 Life experience shows us that an excessive emphasis being placed on one side 

will mask the extreme partiality of the other side. In light of the political 

phenomenon that "stability overrides all", the horrible words "Free Tibet" have 

become a "phobia" to some people for whom even "Tibetans demanding to 

study the Tibetan language, to use the Tibetan language, would lead to 

Tibetan independence activities". On the other side, these words have become 

a "money-earning tree" for some departments to keep on asking for funds 

from the Central Government, thereby setting an example for some 

autonomous prefectures in inland China of how to develop the knack for 

making money. There is even such a saying: "Inner Mongolia is asking for 

money, they are denied; Xinjiang is asking for money, they are denied; Tibet 

is not asking money, they are given". 

There is also another saying: "These people live on anti- separatism, are 

promoted due to anti-separatism, and they hit the jackpot by anti-

separatism". To summarise the sayings above: "The longer the Dalai Lama 

keeps on staying abroad, and the bigger his influence, the more long-lasting 

the period of high ranks and great wealth for those anti-separatist groups; on 

the contrary, when the Dalai Lama restores relations with the Central 

Government, these people will be terrified, tense and lose their jobs". The 

statement above is not at all far fetched. With regard to the question of 

whether or not relations between the Central Government and the Dalai Lama 

can be restored, this is not only related to shifts of political partiality, 

resistance and even open objections within the nation, but  also to the 

reactions of such and such people and groups and the advantages and 

disadvantages to them in terms of economic interests. 

In short, we must consider all sides with clear heads, trying to avoid a biased 

way of thinking, seeing through all the controversies - whether overt or 



covert":' thinking deeply, knowing each other and making a firm decision to 

solve this key issue facing us, namely the Tibetan issue inherited from the 

past. This is a question of whether or not it is good for the Dalai Lama to 

remain abroad or come back to the nation. In regard to this very significant 

question, many outstanding and educated people think it is better for him to 

come back. After the Dalai Lama has returned to the nation, the essence of 

the issue would be significantly transformed into a domestic matte~, an 

internal controversy. Although certain problems may occur, after all these will 

be minor problems that can be solved and can be amicably solved. Moreover, 

after the Dalai Lama with his heart of compassion comes back to the nation, 

all the Tibetans who believe in Buddhism would set their minds at peace 

instead of being in emotional conflict, so the worries would be baseless. 

 Throughout the history of humanity, in societies where there is freedom of 

religion and a great religious leader, there is peace, stability, and a healthy 

environment. In other words, if the Dalai Lama and his exile government keep 

on staying abroad, the issue remains an international diplomatic matter, a kind 

of external controversy creating antagonism. Amid the complexity of 

international relations and the fluid situation, possible disturbances and 

difficulties cannot be predicted. For example: the United Nations General 

Assembly has adopted resolutions three times on the Tibet issue, placing Tibet 

in the category with the right of self-determination; for another example, the 

decision to allow the Dalai Lama to visit the United States of America is 

unanimously passed every time by the Senate and the House of 

Representatives; when the Dalai Lama goes on overseas visits he is received 

with state honours and, what is more, in 1997 the State Assembly of Berkeley, 

California, passed are solution to "sanction all those cities which have business 

relations with Tibet while it is under occupation by China"; the US State 

Department specially established a Tibetan affairs section which is now 



elevated from bureau level to commission level, and even requested 

permission to set up an office in Lhasa. 

Furthermore, the European Union and the Western media always tend to take 

the side of Tibet in terms of making decisions, passing bills and engaging in 

discussions over the Tibet issue and the Fourth International Tibet Support 

Group Meeting was held in Prague, the capital of Czechoslovakia, etc. As to all 

these interferences mentioned above, our nation's foreign affairs department 

has tried all means to dissuade these countries from doing so, expressing 

dissatisfaction and even lodging protests. But our counterparts still stick to 

their own ways, and dissemble. 

Some of the Tibetan compatriots who have co me back to the nation to visit 

relatives very seriously said to relevant people from our side: "Your 

propaganda says that the Dalai Lama is an anti-China instrument used by the 

West and is the root cause of instability and rioting in Lhasa and other Tibetan 

regions. On the one side you declare that your policy of winning over the Dalai 

Lama remains unchanged, but on the other hand your propaganda is willfully 

generating personal attacks on the Dalai Lama and deliberately 

underestimating, or even denying, his political status, popularity and influence. 

Such a way of talking is baseless, unreal and completely incorrect. In reality 

your views are widely divergent. But once the Dalai Lama passes away the 

situation - being swept along on a tide of tempting opportunities and the 

trends of the time - will be uncertain". 

Regarding the question of social stability, they have also said: "Everybody 

knows that the Dalai Lama has supreme faith, an outstanding personality, and 

he is a simple monk, a Nobel Peace laureate, a devoted Buddhist who insists 

on non-violence and has no selfish considerations and is always concerned for 

others. He has consistently been against riots and violence in any form or 

name, thinking that is as stupid as 'throwing eggs against rocks', so the 

situation is apparently stable due to his control and influence. But once he 



passes away everything will be uncertain. The situation could be out of control. 

Those young people who have been advocating resistance - especially those 

Khampas and Amdowas who are martial in spirit - will carry out all kinds of 

extreme actions". That's why even the successive counter-revolutionary 

governments have learnt the lesson that "to govern Tibet, one should first 

bring peace and stability to Kham" which definitely shows their fear of the 

spirit of resistance in Amdowas, and especially in Khampas. 

As to the personality of the Dalai Lama, his political prestige and influence 

surpasses that of the previous Dalai Lamas. He is praised as the Living Buddha 

in the world today, one of the global religious leaders, and is highly respected 

and worshipped by people around the world. Merely taking an example from 

his two visits to Taiwan, all the political parties, religious groups and people 

from all walks of life turned out in full force there were tens of thousands of 

people, men, women, the elderly and children, turning out to see the Dalai 

Lama and receive his blessing. The scene was unprecedented. People said 

something like this: "No wonder the Central Government wants the Dalai Lama 

to acknowledge that. Taiwan is a part of China". 

As I mentioned above, after the Dalai Lama returns to the nation the 

internationalised "Tibet Problem" will transform into a non-antagonistic internal 

nationality issue - simply a domestic controversy, to a certain extent. So why 

be concerned, since the Dalai Lama has repeatedly stated that after returning 

to the nation he would leave politics and concentrate on religious activities, 

and that the Central Government does not have to bother about the 

arrangement of his political position? 

Therefore, it is obviously clear that the resolution of the Tibet issue inherited 

from the past is essentially to place the domestic nationality issue back in its 

previous position, and a question of distinguishing the nature of the issue. 

In short, we should be very careful in the decision-making and should not - 

following the narrow-minded views and bias of some people - ignore the 



advice of people who are very much concerned about the nation, and should 

not turn away from the small difficulties of today, leaving the major difficulties 

till tomorrow. 

All in all, as long as the Dalai Lama, the spiritual leader of devoted Tibetan 

Buddhists, the one who is the cohesive force for the Tibetan religion, can 

return to the nation, from a standpoint of overall relations and their trends we 

can then "bring in peace and stability at home and abroad". The return of the 

Dalai Lama would not only have an energising influence on all aspects of the 

nation, but also from the political point of view, the so called "Tibet Problem", 

namely the internationalised "Tibet Fever", would naturally quieten down. 

Today Tibetan Buddhism - that is seen as a psychological science and non-

theistic worldview - is flourishing, spreading in many countries with lots of 

followers, especially among intellectual circles, and has an increasing influence 

in the day-to-day social life. So the return of the Dalai Lama, one of the most 

influential persons in the world, would bring with it the hearts of the people, 

particularly of the tens of thousands of Tibetans who have risked their lives to 

escape abroad to see him - including the Seven teeth Karmapa, who escaped 

to India a few years ago to meet him, and Agya Rinpoche, the abbot of 

Kumbum Monastery, who met the Dalai Lama after fleeing to America. So 

those people will no longer have to risk their lives to escape abroad to see the 

Dalai Lama, and also the support of the people abroad will be on the side of 

the nation. 

The Tibet issue is the most important of all the nation's nationalities issues; if 

that issue could be satisfactorily solved it would not only influence the future 

of the Tibetan nationality itself, but also, at the same time according to the 

regulations of the constitution and laws of autonomy - this is very much 

related to improving and implementing the rights to autonomous regions for 

other brotherly nationalities. All of this is undoubtedly a turning point in 



international strategy; the consequences due to the spirit of "peaceful 

coexistence" are definitely dynamic. 

 Truth is ordinary, but the ordinary truth tends to be ignored by people, which 

sooner or later will be punished by history. After the Peaceful Liberation of 

Tibet, Chairman Mao repeatedly warned the Han cadres entering Tibet saying: 

"When you are in Tibet, whatever you are doing, don't forget two very 

important matters, religion and nationality, and be extraordinarily careful in 

handling these two matters". And Chairman Mao emphatically urged General 

Zhang Guohua, commander of the Eighteenth Army: "When you meet the 

Dalai Lama in Lhasa, you should kowtow to him to show your respect". 

Seeing an expression of unwillingness on Zhang Guohua's face, Chairman Mao 

said strictly: "Comrade Zhang Guohua, you can spill your blood for revolution, 

so can't you do a kowtow for revolution!" 

However, later peoples' brains got overheated and, in the political environment 

of "more the leftist fervour, greater the revolution", everybody from top to 

bottom betrayed these two important matters, which resulted in the twenty 

years of wrong thinking that everyone is aware of. Therefore, in the nationality 

regions - especially in the Tibetan nationality regions - whether or not the 

religious and nationality issue can be appropriately solved is the key that 

determines whether or not the entire work can be successful. Tibetans have an 

ancient saying: "There is the Sun and the Moon in the sky, there is the Dalai 

and the Panchen on the earth". The question of the return of devoted Tibetan 

Buddhists and their spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama, is a concrete reflection of 

the ordinary truth spoken by Chairman Mao regarding the two important 

issues of religion and nationality. 

The restoration of relations between the Central Government and the Dalai 

Lama is' a question concerning not only the nationalities within the nation - 

especially the Tibetan nationalities from all walks of life - but is also a moment 

being anticipated internationally by people from all circles and the leaders of 



countries that have good relations with our nation. At a news conference held 

in Beijing, President Clinton of the United States of America said to Chairman 

Jiang Zemin: "If you meet with the Dalai Lama, you both will like each 

other..." When that phrase spread .to the Tibetan regions, people there were 

very excited and moved. "One who wins the hearts of the people conquers the 

world". 

Comrade Hu Jintao, you were the leader of Tibet, you understand Tibet, the 

feelings and hearts of the average Tibetans, and you are aware of the facts 

about the Tibet issue. Today, once the Tibet issue is satisfactorily solved, you 

and the Central Party leaders can meet the Dalai Lama with affection in the 

capital of the People's Republic of China, which will make a stir in the whole 

world and in China - especially in every corner of the Land of Snow there will 

be great rejoicing. 

The above are my basic views and brief comments aiming to appropriately 

solve the Tibet issue inherited from the past. And I believe that these points of 

view can create a common understanding among high-level Tibetan personnel, 

and reflect the sincere will of the average Tibetan people. 

For the sake of history, the nationalities, and the nation, I - being an old 

Tibetan communist, a retired member of the Standing Committee of the 

National People's Congress, regarding the question that is uncomfortable to 

talk about, the question that is sensitive so people dare not talk, and the 

question that is related to the long-term peace and sustained development in 

the entire Tibetan regions, including equality and co-existence between all the 

nationalities - have written these words from the bottom of my heart to you 

and the leaders of the Central Government Standing Committee for reference. 

Any advice is highly appreciated over anything inappropriate herein. 

With regards! 

Phuntsok Wangyal (phunwang)  

29 October 2004 



 

 



Footnotes 

1 In October 1949 a public meeting was organised in Bathang by the "CCP 

Kham- Tibet Border Work Committee" and its subsidiary organisation - the" 

Youth Federation of Eastern Kham" - to celebrate the founding of the People's 

Republic of China. Since I was concurrently Secretary of the "Bathang, 

Underground Party" and General-Secretary of the "Youth Federation of Eastern 

Kham", I made a very important speech and had a group photo taken to 

record the moment. 

 

2 At the beginning of 1950 the "Bathang Underground Party" came into 

contact with the Central Government. Commanderin-Chief Zhu De sent this 

telegram: "To Mr. Phuntsok Wangyal of the Democratic Youth Alliance of 

Eastern Tibet in Batl1ang County of Eastern Kham: We are pleased to receive 

the telegram sent by you on 1 July regarding the practical questions of 

peacefully liberating Tibet. Please do come to Chongqing to meet Liu Bocheng, 

Chairman of the Southwest Military Committee. From Zhu De". 

Among the files kept in the Central Government Document office there is a 

telegram to the Central Government drafted by Deng Xiaoping on 5 November 

1950: "[I] met Phuntsok Wangyal in Chongqing, thirty-years-old, very able 

man, has connections with upper class Tibetans, united a group of outstanding 

youths. An open communist in the Kham-Tibet region, fluent in Chinese, can 

read English books. Has basic knowledge of Marxism-Leninism and great 

power of undertanding. Rare cadre among Tibetan nationalities. Now Secretary 

of Ba An county. [We] have decided to order him to go with the PLA entering 

Tibet and recommend Phuntsok Wangyal to join the Tibet Work Committee 

and become a member. The Central Government is requested for its 

approval". (twenty-eight-years-old then, knows little English; . Ba An means 

Bathang). 

 



3 This is the signed copy of On Practice presented to. me by Chairman Mao 

after the signing of 'the Peaceful Agreement. 

 

4 This is the last poem I wrote in Qincheng Prison. 

The morning sunbeams shoot through the iron window 

The setting sunbeams reflect an the frame of the iron door 

Lacked in a wretched, miserable small cell 

Lonely, facing the wall for eighteen years 

Hat summers and cold winters came and pass 

Flowers .of spring and the moan of autumn outside the wall  

Excruciating pains in the human realm are diverse 

People of purpose and virtue endured suffering 

from ancient times. 

Thanks to. the adversity and fates of fortune 

To be enlightened through intense thought and study  

Learning to know self and others well 

Finding pleasure in bitter life to overcome it. 

After suffering comes happiness 

I last my freedom for freedom 

I wasn't freed bur free again. . 

 

5 In 1980, on the stage of the NPC Meeting, comrade Deng Xiaoping said to. 

me, holding my hand tightly: “You have suffered a lat. All the cases against 

you were wrong. ." General-Secretary Hu Yaobang followed up saying: 'The 

reputation has been restored; all the cases have been rehabilitated". 

In 1980, comrade Deng Xiaoping far the first time met with the Tenth Panchen 

Lama after he was released from prison, and in summary he said: "…you are a 

great patriot, your 'Seventy-Thousand Character' [petition] is correct, but 

some part of it is wrong. The punishment given to you was heavy. 



But it was all a mistake in Phunwang's case. He was rectified be fare the 

'Cultural Revolution', which was a complete mistake. We have known each 

other since early 1950. The Central Government has now appointed him as a 

member of the NPC Standing Committee concurrently being a leader of 

nationality work". (The original copy of this statement was given to. the 

Panchen Lama and myself, and also. issued to. the Politburo members far 

reference). 

 

6 Wang Lixiong "the author of this book went to Tibet almost twenty times, 

has been to almost all the regions of Tibet and understands the feelings of the 

people there. This book which has been translated into English and Tibetan - is 

very popular at home and abroad and has attracted people’s attention. He 

later published the "Synopsis of a Fantasy Novel Concerning the Dalai Lama". 

Through analytical logic he states in the book that after the Dalai Lama passes 

away the Seventeenth Karmapa will inherit his role. There appears a Fifteenth 

"Western Dalai" abroad and a "Tibetan Dalai" at home. The enthronement of 

the Fifteenth "Tibetan Dalai” will be presided aver by the Chinese-appointed 

Eleventh Panchen, which will be opposed by lamas from all the monasteries 

leading to an upheaval across Tibetan regions. And then, due to international 

intervention, the "Independence of Tibet" will be achieved followed by the 

"Independence of Xinjiang" and the "Independence of [Inner] Mongolia". A 

majority of readers think that even though this is a synopsis of a fantasy 

navel, it serves as inspiration and a warning signal. In order to understand the 

Tibet of today and in the future it is worthwhile far the Central Party leaders - 

if time permits - to read these two works. 

 

7 Regarding the 'Four Rivers, Six Ranges" group, namely the "Protectors of the 

Dharma", "Four Rivers" means the Salween, Mekong, Yangtze and Yellow 

rivers; "Six Ranges" refers to the six ranges and plateau across the Kham and 



Amdo regions. The people heading "Four Rivers, Six Ranges" were mostly 

representatives of the upper classes from Kham and Amdo. In the summer of 

1957 they collected funds to build a golden throne for the Dalai Lama, and 

organised public meetings to demand a delay in carrying out reforms such as 

in Tibet and for direct government by the Dalai Lama in those regions. Later 

the "Four Rivers, Six Ranges" established the "Protectors of the Dharma", 

basically formed of Khampas and Amdowas. The commander, Gonpo Tashi, is 

from Karze County of Lithang Prefecture, Vice-Commander Sonam Dorjee is 

from Derge, K.arze Prefecture (nephew of Shakya Thupten), and another Vice-

Commander, Lo Nyidak of the Sandutsang family, is from Karze County of 

Karze Prefecture (a relative of the Ngapo family). 

 

8 Regarding the question of the "divide-and-rule policy", in the case of Tsering 

Dhondup's Tibetan His/of)' - which was banned by the government - some 

relevant departments allowed him to only write "Tibet History" rather than 

"Tibetan History". This is a result of the views held by successive governments 

on the policy of "Divide Administratively for Better Control and Sinocisation". 

As far as the Tibetan figures in history are concerned, it is not possible to write 

a so-called "Tibet History". For example, five hundred years ago the great 

master Tsongkhapa - founder of the Gelugpa sect, the largest sect in Tibetan 

Buddhism - was from Xining in Qinghai; the Seventh Dalai Lama, Kalsang 

Gyatso, was from Lithang Prefecture of Karze; the Ninth, Lungtok Gyatso, was 

from Denke County of Karze Prefecture; the Tenth, Tsultrim Gyatso, was from 

Lithang in Karze Prefecture; the Eleventh, Khedrup Gyatso, was from Ganning 

County of Karze Prefecture; the Fourteeth Dalai Lama and the Tenth Pa~chen 

Lama were both from Qinghai; Tibet's modern scholar, Gendun Choephel, was 

from Qinghai; in the past the great abbots of Lhasa scholarship and the 

Ganden Tripas were mostly from Western Kham, and renowned businessmen 

like Pangdatsang, Sandutsang and Ngodruptsang were all Khampas. Lobsang 



Choenze, who was responsible for the "Fake People's Assembly" that opposed 

the signing of the "Peaceful Agreement", was from Lithang County of Karze 

Prefecture; Baba Yeshi, the commander in the exile Tibetan Government who 

led the resistance force to fight against the PLA on the China-India border, was 

from Bathang County of Karze Prefecture; Samdhong Rinpoche, former 

Chairman of the Assembly of Tibetan People's Deputies and now Prime 

Minister of the exile Tibetan Government, is from Dechen in Yunnan. 

Therefore, "Tibet History" cannot be complete without these historic figures 

from Eastern Tibet. 

 

9 The Kham and Amdo regions in Eastern Tibet have, throughout history, been 

the location where the most heated racial struggles have taken place. For 

example, Feng Quan – a minister of the Qing Dynasty who was sent to Tibet - 

was killed by local people when he was passing through Bathang; the number 

one and number two leaders of Bathang "native kingdom", and the If.henpos 

of the local monasteries, were therefore executed by the local authorities; that 

is also the place where Butcher Zhao Erfeng's name still stinks to eternity. 

Throughout history, successive Tibetan movements were led by well-known 

people from Bathang such as Kalsang Tsering, Yangsen (Tibetan), Lobsang 

Dhondup (Jiang Anxi) and people from other regions such as Pangda Dorjee. 

This is why the policy of "stabilising Kham first for better control of all of Tibet" 

used by successive counter-revolutionary governments came into being. 

 


